Abstract-In this paper, A flexibility-based method for damage identification of cantilever-type structures is proposed. Using the linear relation between flexibility matrix element and structure parameter, the damage equation involving modal parameter and damage coefficient of each structure element is established firstly. Then, using the free vibration response signal of structure and the time-frequency signal processing tool of Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) , a novel concept of square root vector (SPV) was introduced and used to substitute the modal shape in the damage equation. Lastly, from the damage coefficient solved by the damage equation, the damage location and extent of Structure element will be identified at one time. This method have helpful application for that the contrast test before and after damage is not require and the unload excitation is easy to implement. Finally two numerical examples were given to verify the effectiveness of this method.
INTRODUCTION
Cantilever structure is a type of structure that is widely used in practical engineering, such as high-rise buildings, high-rise structure and tower structure, which can be roughly replaced with the bending, shear or bendingshear type discrete mass system. With the rapid development of modern testing and compute technology, damage identification of this kind of structure using vibration data has become possible.
In recent years, many damage identification methods using vibration test data were appeared. In accordance with the means of identification and the utilization of different parameters, those methods can be roughly divided into two categories: inverse method and no inverse method. The inverse method which is known as model updating. Ref. [1] used the correlation theories based on proper orthogonal decomposition to damage identification for beam structures. Ref. [2] proposed a method by synchronal updating measured vibration modes and finite element modal based on the classic sensitivity-based model updating method. Ref. [3] presented the Error Matrix Method in which changes in the stiffness and mass matrices between the analytical and experimental models were constructed and the modeling errors were located. Ref. [4] proposed a regularized model updating method which including the nonlinear updating problem and its linearization to identify damage in a truss tower.
Due to the measurement mode is less than the required number of equations, The structure damage location and extent only can be identification by adding a constraint equation though the matrix optimization or sensitivity analysis method. This method can easily lead to ill-posed or pseudo damage with the uncertain of analysis model and measurement noise, which is hindered for application with the complex process and the great amount of calculation.
No inversion method is called dynamic fingerprint identification, which realizes damage identification mainly through the change of the dynamic fingerprint such as the frequency, vibration mode and the modal strain energy before and after structure damage Ref. [5] [6] [7] . Ref. [8] used the ratio of the frequency changes in two modes as a damage indicator, which was proved to be a function of the damage location only. Ref. [9] proposed a method which makes use of an original finite element model and a subset of measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors to detect damage, in the condition that the number of measured modes is more than the number of damaged elements. Ref. [10] used modal strain energy which is the product of the elemental stiffness matrix and the second power of the mode shape component to detect damage of structure.
The method based on the frequency with a few information of damage is difficult to identify damage of the symmetry or complex structure. The method based on the modal shape and modal strain energy is limited for application with its higher requirements of observation precision, modal order and the extent of freedom.
Flexibility matrix can be accurately obtained through a few and low order mode, which adequate to the actual situation with the low order mode is easy to obtain, is become an important damage identification method. Ref. [11] demonstrated that modal flexibilities are more likely to indicate damage than either natural frequencies or mode shapes though a sensitivity study comparing use of natural frequencies, mode shapes and modal flexibilities. A flexibility-based method for damage localization of truss structures is presented in Ref. [12] , which adopted pseudo analytical method based on matrix perturbation technique to derive the damage localization theory. An indicator for damage detection which use the maximum of each column of flexibility curvature matrix constructed from flexibility matrix was presented in Ref. [13] , not only simple damage but also multiple ones can be detected with satisfactory precision by the indicator using only a few of the lower frequency modes.
In order to identify damage position and extent of cantilever structure, the flexibility method for damage identification and signal time-frequency analysis method are combined in this paper. The damage coefficient equation involving modal parameters and damage parameters is established, on the basis of the linear relation of flexibility matrix and structure parameters. Using the spectrum correlation function of the vibration responses under suddenly unloading, the square root vector is introduced and used to replace the modal shape vector. Through solving the damage coefficient equation, the location and extent of single or multiple structure damage can be identified. Furthermore, the assessment of damage status of current structure can be done by one measurement without contrast test before and after damage. Finally, the accuracy and effectiveness of proposed method are verified by two numerical examples.
II. FLEXIBILITY METHOD
The standard eigenvalue equation of MDOF system is As to cantilever structure, the mass matrix is diagonal. So the Eq. (1) can be deformed as 
Then, the Eq. (2) is equivalent to 
For the majority of structure mass matrix is diagonal, the relationship between flexibility matrix elements and modal parameters is presented by Eq. (4).
A. Curved Cantilever Structure
Structural damage is generally only consider the stiffness decreases, but does not cause changes in the mass. For curved cantilever structure, the damage of structural element is considered by the reduction of the elemental bending stiffness
According to the definition of flexibility coefficient, the relationship equation between the triangular elements of flexibility matrix and the damage coefficient of bending stiffness can be expressed as follow
B. Shear Cantilever Structure For shear cantilever structure, the damage of structural element is considered by the reduction of the elemental shear stiffness
Similar to curved cantilever structure, the equation of shear cantilever structure can be expressed as
From Eq. (6) damage coefficient no mater whether curved or shear cantilever structure. So the vector of the triangular elements of structure flexibility matrix can be defined as
That   S is the damage contact matrix, determined only by structural parameters without damage. Substituting Eq. (9) 
III. POINT SPECTRUM CORRELATION FUNCTION
Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) [15] is a famous signal processing tool in time-frequency domain, which was introduced into the field of signal analysis by Ville in 1948. For signal () zt , its Wigner-Ville distribution is defined as follow:
where t ,  , f , () zt represents the time, the angular frequency, the time delay and the analytic signal respectively, and the asterisk ( * ) denotes the complex conjugate. The WVD is regarded as Fourier transform for the time delay  of ( 
The undamped free vibration equation for a n degree of freedom system can be expressed as:
the regular coordinate transformation of (14) is:
where,
 
 is regular modal matrix and q is regular coordinates vector respectively.
Pre-multiplying   T  to both sides of the equation (16) leads to
With
Equation (17) is decoupled into:
 is the i th natural frequency. The solution results of (19) is exactly the same with a single degree of freedom undamped system. 
The displacement time history under initial displacement condition by suddenly unloading at location k of a undamped structural system with n degree of freedom is [16] : At the begin of time-frequency analysis, the measured signal must convert to analytic signal. The simplest way is to use the real signal for the real part and add a dummy signal for its imaginary part as follow: 
where u , l is used to distinguish the signal and its conjugate, ()   is Dirac function. From Eq. (27), we know that the Point Spectrum Correlation Function of free vibration is some points on the plane of frequency and frequency offset. When 0
The amplitude value can be determined as
While the i th damped frequency i  is easy to be acquired by spectrum analysis, the i th mode shape also can be acquired by the square root vector of the Point Spectrum Correlation Function according to (28).
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where
. Then Eq. (11) can be replaced as
The damage identification by solving damage coefficient equation (31) do not need the mode parameter, and can avoid some identification error.
IV. IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES
To avoid identifying the mode shape, A damage identification method which based on the Point Spectrum Correlation Function was proposed for the cantilever structure. Through solving Eq.(31), the location and extent of single or multiple structure injuries can be identified. Furthermore, the assessment of damage status of current structure can be done by one measurement without contrast test before and after damage. Those damage identification steps can summarized as follow: Fig. 7 . Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) is respectively the identification result of simulated damage pattern 1 and damage pattern 2. The location and extent of damage show in Figure 5 is consistent with the preset, and the error is small than 1%. That is Show that the proposed method is effective to the damage identification of shear cantilever structure.
It to be mentioned that the identification result is prone to sickness because that the flexibility matrix element is small for either cured or shear cantilever structure. To solve this sickness and get ideal result, the least squares method can be used though set some coefficient to 1 in Eq. (31) by assume special element did not damage. For a real structure, a few undamaged element can always be determined by in-situ test. For some in-situ test is difficult in some situation, few coefficient can be set to 1 though assume some special element undamaged. If the damage element is wrong assumption as undamaged, the identification result of coefficient will have obvious difference compared with correct assumptions. Damage often happened in special structure element, therefore, right assumption and ideal result can be get though a small amount of assumption and calibration steps. Due to the stiffness matrix of shear cantilever structure is obvious banded, its inverse matrix in most cases has lost the banded characteristics and their corresponding flexibility matrix element is more sensitive of structure parameter changing than curved structure, so as to Fig. 4 with Fig. 8 , identification result of shear and curved cantilever structure both are good, but the error of identification result of shear cantilever structure is bigger than the curved structure. A damage identification method based on Point Spectrum Correlation Function for cantilever structure was proposed. The principle of this method was discussed, and the effective of this method was validated by two numerical examples. There have some conclusions as follow:
(1) The proposed method have a clear physical meaning and can identify the location and extent of structure with single or multiple injuries by only a single measurement without contrast test (2) By use the displacement time history and Wigner-Ville time-frequency signal processing tool, the method which use square root vector of point spectrum to instead the modal parameters was get.
(3) The damage coefficients are easy to be solved with error, which can be avoided by least square method though preset special element undamaged and set the coefficient to 1.
(4) This method will also be effective used for damage identification in some high-rise buildings which can be simplified as cantilever structure by static condensation.
(5) This have a application prospect for that the cantilever structure is widely used and suddenly unload is easily implemented.
